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lightener
Light Master 30vol + Bond Ultim8

SECTION
Use a profile parting & radial parting to divide the hair
into 4 quadrants.

PRE-LIGHTEN
S E C TI O N S 1 , 2 , 3 , & 4 :
Using a variation from ½ to 1 inch away from the re-growth,
apply Lightener Formula to the mid-lengths and the ends.

PROCESS FOR UP TO 50 MINUTES
RINSE WELL + SHAMPOO

color sync
Formula A: 5VV

Formula C: Sapphire Blue

Formula B: Berry Violet

Formula D: Sapphire Blue

Formula E: 10P

+ Clear 1:1

M E LT
Section as shown. Apply the following formulas to each area
from the regrowth to the ends, alternating the formulas in
each area. Use foils to separate.

AR E A 1
A: 5VV

A
B

B: Berry Violet

C
D

C: Sapphire Blue
D: Sapphire Blue

AREA 2
A: 5VV

A
C
E

C: Sapphire Blue
E: 10P

AR E A 3
A: 5VV

A
B

B: Berry Violet

C
E

C: Sapphire Blue
E: 10P

+ Clear (1:1)

PROCESS FOR UP TO 20 MINUTES
RINSE WELL

a p p ly
Apply Bond Ultim8 Step 2. Process for 10-20 minutes.
Rinse, Shampoo and Condition with Total Results
Mega Sleek.
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BLOW DRY
Apply Style Link Smooth Setter to damp hair & blow dry.
Apply Style Link Turbo Dry and flat iron smooth.

PERIMETER
To create the length line, start with the head tilted slightly
forward, and comb hair down to natural fall. At 0 degree
elevation, create the perimeter length line by point cutting
using horizontal partings.

SECTION
Create a large triangular section starting at the high point of
the head and extending to the outer corners of the eyes.
Clip to secure. Adjacent to top point, create a smaller triangle
with the widest points extending to crown region.

SHAPE
S E CTI O N 2
In the back triangle, grasp the entire section through the
knuckles of the index and middle fingers. Over-direct back
and elevate slightly. Twist the section and fan hair outward.
Cut straight line at ends to establish guide and then deep
point cut to break up section & soften center.

S E CTI O N 1
Release the front triangle and create a diagonal parting at
the right corner. Over-direct the opposite side to the desired
fall, then maintain low elevation and surface plane along the
face frame. Complete entire section.
Tease cut at the fringe and the sides to add detail and texture.
Deep point cut to blend the perimeter to section 1 and 2.
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style
Section the hair off at the top of the crown
to the hairline.

section
Starting at the hairline, take 1/2 inch
section of hair from each side of the head
and tie into a single knot.

Pull more hair from each side of the section
and add the hair to each strand. Continue
this process down the length of the hair.

Create more texture by braiding & twisting
random pieces throughout the hair.

smooth
Smooth down fly-aways with Style Link
Over Achiever.

